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1003 - A PERFORMANCE INDICATOR FOR BRT

Abdullah Önder Türkoğlu 1

1 IETT General Directorate, Transportation Planning Department, Turkey

Abstract

The bottleneck-shape of the city walls forces the necessity to develop alternative methods for the optimum use of roads. Public transportations main concern is to carry citizens. The ITS System for public transportation basically supplies classified and analyzable data to operators. Governors can manage their fleet strategically by the data provided, while simultaneously sharing this data with the citizens. On the other hand, BRT is a bus network but can not be analyzed as regular bus lines. AVL based system supplies some advantage to develop new algorithm to measure reliability of the network.

In this paper, some obtained operation and information from computerization of field operation process is discussed. Digitilization of the real world information is required some assuming. It is seen that, after computer aided bus fleet management system installation, measurable and controllable effective business process can be modelled and reorganized. Then an algorithm will be offered and measured for regulatiry of a BRT network according to Istanbul Metrobus.

1003 - PLANNING OF TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT CITIES FOR GREATER MOBILITY

Abdul Azeez Kadar Hamsa 2, Muslihah Mustapha 1

1 International Islamic University Malaysia Urban and Regional Planning Kuala Lumpur-Malaysia

Abstract

With the fast growing changes in the economic structure and the need for improved economic growth, it is imperative to indulge in greater mobility of the people for economic benefits. The increasing use of private vehicles in the cities has affected the mobility of people significantly not only during peak hours but also off-peak hours. A number of literatures have stated about negative implications to the cities as a result of the effects on mobility. To improve the mobility of the people, it is very important to provide efficient, attractive and reliable public transportation system to induce a shift from the use of private to public transport. Planning of transit-oriented development (TOD) cities is an important initiative to address the growing needs of urban mobility. Urban mobility can be effectively addressed through the provision of efficient and effective public transportation system. In order to encourage greater use of public transportation system especially rail-based, it is highly necessary to plan the location of rail transit station at areas which could attract the use of rail transit services. It is learned that high density development, mixed land uses and efficient pedestrian infrastructure are the determining components for the surge in the use of public transit system. This paper analyses the land use characteristics of the selected transit stations along one of the existing Light Rail Transit (LRT) system in Kuala Lumpur to understand its possible effects on the passenger ridership.